Abstract. We present a solution for the following problem. Given two
Introduction

Problem Description
The problem we solve is the following: Let X and Y be two strings over an alphabet Σ. An alignment of X and Y (see section 3.1 for an example) is a pair of equal length sequencesX,Ŷ over the alphabet Σ ∪ {−} where − is a gap character and X, Y are obtained fromX,Ŷ by removing the gap characters. An alignment can be interpreted as a sequence Q of edit operations [6] that transform X into Y . The allowed operations are 1) insert a symbol into X, 2) delete a symbol in X and 3) replace a symbol in X with a (possibly identical) symbol from Σ. A scoring scheme defines a weight for each possible operation and the alignment score is the sum of the weights assigned to the operations in Q.
There are two widely used classes of scoring schemes, 1) distance scoring, in which identical replacement has weight = 0, all other operations have weight ≥ 0 and the best alignment has minimum score, and 2) similarity scoring, in which "good" replacements have weight > 0, all other operations have weight ≤ 0 and the best alignment has maximum score. Within these classes, scoring schemes are further characterized by the treatment of gap costs. A gap is the result of the deletion of one or more consecutive characters in one of the sequences (insertion into the other sequence). Additive gap costs assign a constant weight to each of the consecutive characters. Other gap functions have been found useful for biological sequences, including affine gap costs (α + βk for a gap of k consecutive characters where α and β are constants) and concave gap costs (α + βf (k) where f () is a concave function such as square root). The solution in this paper assumes a scoring scheme with additive gap costs. For ease of discussion, we will, for the remainder of the paper, assume distance scoring although the results apply as well to similarity scoring.
Our motivation for this problem arises from an ongoing effort to construct a multi-genome database of tandem repeats (TRDB). A central task is the clustering of tandem repeats into families i.e. repeats that occur in different locations in a genome but have identical or very similar underlying patterns. Grouping these repeats will facilitate identification and study of their common properties. Tandem repeat families have been detected in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, including the E. coli, S. cerevisiae, C. elegans and human genomes.
Clustering requires an effective and consistent means of measuring the similarity or distance between repeats. Standard comparison methods are not easily applied to tandem repeats because they contain repetitive, approximate copies of an underlying pattern. In addition, comparison of related repeats often reveals a scrambling of the left to right order of the slightly different internal copies. An accurate comparison method should be insensitive to copy number and copy order and we have therefore chosen to abstract the repeats as either 1) consensus patterns or 2) profiles and then compare them using alignment.
Because repeat copies are adjacent, the designation of first position in a consensus or profile is arbitrary. This is not just a theoretical abstraction, the number of copies in a repeat is often not a whole number and distinct repeats which are obviously similar often do not start and end at the same relative positions. Therefore, comparison must allow cyclic permutation of one pattern so that its first position can be arbitrarily aligned with any position in the other.
Once families are constructed, we can determine interfamily evolutionary relationships by comparing patterns from different families. In particular, we can determine if one pattern consists of multiple approximate copies of the other, again with the property of cyclic permutation. It is this comparison that Tandem Cyclic Alignment addresses.
Background
The Tandem Cyclic Alignment problem is a merger of two classes of pairwise alignment problems, 1) tandem alignment, in which one of the sequences consists of an indeterminate number of tandem copies of a pattern and 2) cyclic alignment, in which cyclic permutation of one of the patterns is allowed. Three related problems from these classes are:
Pattern local, text global tandem alignment. Given a pattern X, a text Y and a scoring scheme for alignment, find the best scoring alignment of X = X k [1] vs Y over all k = 1, 2, . . ., where all of Y must occur in the alignment, but where the part of X aligned with Y need not contain a whole number of copies of X [1] . The alignment, rather, may start and end on any index of X. The tandem alignment problems are both solved by wraparound dynamic programming (WDP) [8, 3] in O(mn) time when the scoring function has additive or affine gap costs. The cyclic alignment problem can be solved naively in O(n 2 m) time by separately computing the alignment of X[i] vs Y for every value of i. Maes [7] presented a O(nm log n) time solution for scoring schemes with additive gap costs by observing that there exists a set of best scoring alignments, one for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that the alignments are pairwise non-crossing (below). Landau, Myers and Schmidt [5] gave a O(n + km) algorithm for unit cost differences (edit distance) when the score of the best alignment is bounded by k. Their algorithm, although theoretically efficient, has a large constant factor and is difficult to implement because it requires constructing a suffix tree preprocessed for least common ancestor queries. Schmidt [9] gave a rather complicated O(nm) algorithm for similarity scoring where each insertion/deletion character costs −s and match/mismatch weights are in the interval [−s, m] for fixed positive integer values m and s. This method can not be used to compute general distance scores more efficiently than the Maes algorithm.
It seems natural to adapt the Maes solution to our problem, except for one difficulty: in tandem cyclic alignment, there may be no set of best scoring alignments which are all pairwise non-crossing. What this means is that the number of copies of X used in an alignment can vary depending on the starting position i. (For an example see Section 3.1). We show, though, that no alignment can cross the "same" alignment more than once. This leads to a O(mn log n) time solution using adaptations of the Maes algorithm and WDP.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give brief descriptions of the non-crossing alignments property, the Maes algorithm and wraparound dynamic programming. In section 3 we give the main theorem about crossing tandem cyclic alignments. In section 4 we then apply this property to obtain our algorithm. Finally, in section 5 we show an example from our analysis applied to tandem repeats from the C. elegans genome.
Preliminaries
Non-crossing alignments
When gap costs are additive, a simple non-crossing property of optimal paths in the two dimensional alignment matrix applies [4, 1, 7] . We present one variation appropriate for this paper. Note that sharing cells is not the same as crossing.
Property: Given an alignment matrix (see figure 1, left) and four cells q, r, s and t with q left of r in the top row and s left of t in the bottom row, for any optimal scoring path A from q to s, there exists an optimal scoring path B from r to t such that the two paths do not cross.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose all optimal scoring paths from r to t cross A. Let B be one such path. A and B must cross an even number of times. Consider the separate subpaths (labeled A 2 and B 2 in the figure) in which A is first right of B proceeding from the top row.
Claim 1: cost of B 2 is equal or worse than cost of A 2 . Otherwise A is not optimal because joining subpaths A 1 , B 2 and A 3 is better.
Claim 2: cost of B 2 is better than cost of A 2 . Otherwise, joining subpaths B 1 , A 2 and B 3 gives a path with score no worse than B, but which does not cross A. Such a path was assumed not to exist. Clearly Claims 1 and 2 lead to a contradiction.
The Maes algorithm for cyclic global alignment
The Maes algorithm [7] capitalizes on the non-crossing property to bound the area of the alignment matrix that must be computed for each index i in the alignment of A 1 and A n+1 bound any alignments which start and end between them. Specifically, they bound the alignment of X[n/2] vs Y (call it A n/2 ). It is easy to see that this procedure can be followed recursively, for a logarithmic number of steps, subdividing X into halves, then fourths, etc. always at the midpoints between bounding alignments. In each step, the alignment score calculations in a matrix cell are computed once, except for matrix cells on a bounding path, where they are computed twice (once for the computation in the interval to the left and once to the right), yielding O(nm log n) as the overall time of the algorithm.
Wraparound dynamic programming (WDP)
WDP [8, 3] models the similarity computation of Y with an unrestricted number of copies of X while using an alignment matrix of size nm rather than of size m 2 , i.e. using only one copy of X. WDP computes in matrix S[i, j] the optimal score that would be obtained by aligning
observation that any optimal scoring alignment will not contain a single deletion of h ≥ n characters of X ( n = |X|). This is so because otherwise, another alignment exists, identical except for having a deletion of only h − n characters, and possesing a better score. Since WDP examines all alignments with deletions in X of size < n, it produces the optimal scoring alignment.
The . This is also a wraparound value.
Crossing Tandem Cyclic Alignments
Here we show that although tandem cyclic alignments may cross, no alignment can cross the "same" alignment more than once. "Same" in this case means an alignment that has been shifted one or more full copies of the pattern left or right, similar to the shifting of the alignment A 1 to become A n+1 in the Maes algorithm.
An example
Let the pattern X and text Y be
Then, using an edit distance scoring scheme, (match=0, mismatch, indel=1), the only best scoring alignment of X k [1] vs Y (with a score of 6) uses 5 copies of X [1] : * * gaccga gaccga ga-ccga gaccga gaccga -accga ta-cga gacccga gaacga gaccgwhile the only best scoring alignment of X h [4] vs Y (with a score of 8) uses 4 copies of X [4] : * * --cgagac cgaga-c cgagac cgaga-caccgata-cgagacc cgagaa cgagaccg Since the alignments use a different number of copies of X, they cross and there is no set of best scoring pairwise non-crossing alignments. Let r and s be the points, respectively, where B crosses A 2 and A 3 and let s correspond to the point on A 2 matching s . Call x y the part of an alignment from point x to point y. Let s t be a duplication of s w in B shifted to the left. Finally call cost(x y) the alignment score for x y (and recall that we are assuming distance scoring so that smaller cost is better).
No alignment crosses the "same" alignment more than once Theorem 1. Given two sequences, X and Y and an index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let c i be the number of copies of X[i] in a best scoring alignment of
X = X k [i] vs Y over all k = 1
Claim 1: cost(r s ) ≥ cost(r s).
Otherwise, piece together q r, r s and s v to get a better scoring alignment than A 2 . But, A 2 is optimal.
Claim 2: cost(r s ) < cost(r s). Otherwise, piece together p r, r s and s t to get an alignment with score no worse than B, and using less than c j copies of X [j] . But B uses minimal copies. Claims 1 and 2 produce a contradiction.
The Tandem Cyclic Alignment Algorithm
The Tandem Cyclic Alignment problem is solved in three steps. Each step requires first finding a guide alignment and then implementing the Maes algorithm using the guide as alignment A 1 . Since we are using tandem copies of the pattern, the Maes algorithm will be implemented as Bounded Wraparound Dynamic Programming (BWDP) which is described following the outline of the main algorithm:
Step Time complexity. Each of the three main steps starts with finding a guide alignment using WDP or BWDP in time O(nm). Then each step finds the remaining alignments using the BWDP version of the Maes algorithm in O(nm log n) time. The total time is therefore O(nm log n).
Bounded Wraparound Dynamic Programming (BWDP)
BWDP is computed in an alignment matrix W [i, j] of size (m+1)(2n+1), i.e. it uses two copies of X. We are given two alignments L and R as boundaries. We assume that L and R are both alignments of X c [j] vs Y for a fixed c and different j and that neither crosses outside the pair of "master" bounding alignments X c [1] vs Y and its duplicate shifted right one copy of X (or alternately X c [1] vs Y and its duplicate shifted left). Figure 4 , right side, shows the same bounded computation, but this time, in an array which contains only two copies of X. When the boundaries exceed the first two copies of X, the computations wrap around. There is only one question which must be addressed to guarantee that the BWDP result is the same as the unrestricted-copies-of-X result. Can the boundaries collide or cross in the space of only two copies of X (i.e. can R catch up with L as they wrap around)? 
Definition:
The width of the computation space is the maximum difference
. . , m in the unrestricted-copies-of-X computation.
Lemma 2
The maximum width of the computation space is 2n.
Proof. Note that all the boundaries must lie within the "master" boundaries so it suffices to show the maximum width for the masters. Since the master alignments are duplicates separated by one copy of X, corresponding positions in the alignments are n columns apart, i.e. they occur in columns c and c + n (section 2.3), h ≤ n − 1, so the maximum possible width of the computation is 2n.
Corollary 3
The bounding alignments can not collide in the BWDP array which has 2n columns (excluding column zero which is not used after the boundaries wrap around).
Application to tandem repeats from the C. elegans genome
We implemented the tandem cyclic alignment algorithm and used it to analyze the consensus patterns of tandem repeats found in the C. elegans genome. Our goal was to identify pairs of patterns, one of which is a multiple approximate copy of the other. The individual repeats were obtained with the Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) program [2] which identifies approximately 25,000 tandem repeats in C. elegans. From these, we selected nearly 5300 repeats in four groups with nominal pattern sizes of 70 base pairs (bp), 51bp, 35bp, and 17bp. (Repeats within a group had pattern sizes within 3bp of the nominal size.) Each repeat was paired with every repeat from all groups of smaller nominal pattern size (except 70 bp which was not paired with 51 bp and 51 bp which was not paired with 35 bp) and tandem cyclic alignment was run on all pairs.
DNA consists of two strands, one of which is the reverse complement of the other. In a reverse complement, the direction of the sequence is reversed, the As and Ts are swapped and the Cs and Gs are swapped. Since similar repeats may have been found as reverse complements, for every pair, we first align the patterns as they appear and then reverse complement one pattern and align them again.
The total number of alignments (including reverse complements) was 16.3 million. On a 500 Mhz PC, the alignments took 17 and 3/4 hours or just over an hour per million alignments. Figure 6 illustrates an example of the relationships found in this search. It consists of the alignment of the consensus patterns from 3 repeats, from widely scattered genomic locations, that were found to be related. Pattern 1176 is 19 bp long. Four copies are shown (indicated by alternate shading). Pattern 197 is 34 bp long. Two copies are shown. Pattern 8989 is 68 bp long. One copy is shown. For the latter two patterns, only the differences with the top pattern are indicated. A dash (−) means that there is no character that corresponds to the character in the top line. This is an insertion (into the top line) or a deletion (from the second or third line).
Notice first that pattern 8989 is almost identical to two copies of pattern 197, differing only in the substitution of A and C. TRF is able to find such closely related patterns (of different sizes) for the same repeat and in fact reported that repeat 8989 also had a pattern of size 34 that was identical to 197. figure 6 at GCAA, then all the deleted characters will appear in the alignment. The alignment score will be different in these two cases.
Adjustment of alignment score obtained by the pattern local, text global tandem alignment algorithm is possible, but not necessarily straightforward. As an illustration, consider the pattern local, text global alignment (left below) and the tandem cyclic alignment (right below) of text X and pattern Y :
gggt gg gggt gg--gggt gg gggt gggt
The former can be transformed into the later by merely adding the deleted characters and the cost for the gap. But, a different situation occurs if the last character of the text is changed to t:
gggt gt gggt g--t gggt gg gggt gggt
Now the score changes not only by the cost of a gap, but also by the loss of a mismatched pair and the gain of a matched pair. More complicated situations are not difficult to construct. The tandem cyclic alignment algorithm however always gives the correct score without manipulation regardless of the presentation of the pattern or text. 
Conclusion
We have defined a new alignment problem, tandem cyclic alignment and provided an algorithm which solves this problem in O(nm log n) time for two sequences of length n and m, n ≤ m when using any alignment scoring scheme with additive gap costs. The algorithm was used to compare tandem repeats from the C. elegans genome in order to identify pairs of repeats with an evolutionary relationship where the consensus pattern of one is a multiple of the consensus pattern of the other. We showed an example of one such relationship which would not be reliably recognized with other alignment algorithms.
